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Worksurfaces & Tiles

BETON
Bespoke Concrete
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Beton
Concrete is popular because of its versatility in terms of style and production 
as well as being hard-wearing and sustainable.

Beton means concrete in over 10 languages across the globe. This Beton 
however, is more than just concrete.

Beton is cast into moulds to create almost any shape. Each project is unique, 
based on clients’ specific requirements which means it has a unique finish and 
appearance.

Available in 24 colours and 4 finishes. 
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Colours
Beton is available in 24 beautiful natural colours.

We achieve these colours by adding natural colour pigments to our cement mix, these colours will not fade when exposed 
to UV light and so are more durable.

Bespoke colours are available on request.

Chalk Sterling Pearl

Smoke Londoner Elephant Skin

Finite
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Chocolate Mousse Cocoa Chestnut

Coral Meteor Uluru

Tuscany Rose Water Smoked Salmon

Everyman Cinema, Oxted | Chalk & Finite | Light PolishEveryman Cinema, Oxted | Chalk & Finite | Light Polish
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Barley Desert Fox Polenta

Snow Storm

Khaki Graze

Delft

Sky
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Finishes
We have 4 options for the surface finish of the concrete.

Starting from a light polish to a grinded finish, essentially the heavier the surface is grinded the more aggregate you will be 
able to see.

Light Medium

Heavy Grinded

Smoke | GrindedSmoke | Grinded
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Formats & Sizes
Beton is made to order and suitable for a wide variety of projects including worktops, vanity tops, reception desks, tables, 
bar tops/surrounds, fireplaces, tiles and almost any bespoke design.

Beton is available in 24 colours, with the option of bespoke mixes, as well as custom aggregates.

Beton for Worktops

We create solid concrete surfaces specifically for worktop use; we template, manufacture, deliver and install the worktops.
Our solid surfaces have steel reinforcements and natural stone aggregate within to ensure its integrity. The standard 
thickness of Beton worktops is 50mm, as each worktop is bespoke we work closely with our clients to achieve the required 
design and profile thickness whilst ensuring structural integrity.

Worktop pieces can be as long as 3050mm, longer worktops can be made in parts. Integrated concrete sinks can be 
chosen for a seamless design, with details such as drainer grooves or slopes available as well as many options for edge 
profiles.

Beton for Walls & Floors

Beton is available in tile format. Beton tiles are cast individually in various sizes. 

Below is a guide for tile sizes: 

600 x 300 x 20 mm

600 x 600 x 20 mm

800 x 400 x 20 mm

1000 x 600 x 25 mm

1000 x 1000 x 25 mm

1200 x 1200 x 25 mm 

We can create tiles of almost any size and shape between these measurements. 

All Beton colour and finish options are available for our tile ranges plus another 3.

Club Row Offices | Custom Mix | GrindedClub Row Offices | Custom Mix | Grinded
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PurePure

RawRaw

BruteBrute

Additional Finishes
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BETON
www.betonbespokeconcrete.com
sales@betonbespokeconcrete.com

£2.00

The ‘Beton’ logo is a registered trademark of Green 
Urban Media Ltd.

© Copyright Green Urban Media Ltd


